The intrinsic length scales of a reaction diffusion system (Gierer-Meinhardt model)is varied by quasi-statically changing the diffusion constant of the activator and a transition from rolls to hexagon is detected. The transition is hysteretic or first order like. From stability analysis, we also analytically show the possibility of such transitions. [4] and in many other systems. Many reaction diffusion systems are studied to show such multilateral structures under various ambient conditions. The origin, stability and dynamics of such multilateral structures are subjects of active investigation [5, 6, 7, 8] . In a reaction diffusion system the diffusivities are taken to be constants of activators and inhibitors and the variations in them due to variations in temperature or other experimental conditions are considered to be on very small scales to produce any effect. We argue *
Multilateral structures like squares, hexagons, rhombs are observed in chemical patterns [1] , in Faraday surface wave ( [2, 3] and references therein),nonlinear optical systems [4] and in many other systems. Many reaction diffusion systems are studied to show such multilateral structures under various ambient conditions. The origin, stability and dynamics of such multilateral structures are subjects of active investigation [5, 6, 7, 8] . In a reaction diffusion system the diffusivities are taken to be constants of activators and inhibitors and the variations in them due to variations in temperature or other experimental conditions are considered to be on very small scales to produce any effect. We argue that if there are some sort of phase transitions which are hysteretic with the variation of diffusion constant, then it indeed has relevance to study transitions under the variation of diffusivities. In a situation when diffusion constants are very close to such transition points, a slight change in them due to the fluctuations in temperature etc. of the system might bring about a phase transition which will not be reversed when the diffusivities are restored. In another respect such studies are worth doing is to understand how such a system behaves under a slow variation of its internal length scales. A slow variation of intrinsic length scale can be effected by slowly varying the diffusion constant of the system. In the present work we are going to represent and characterize the phase transitions brought about by the variation of diffusivity of the activator of Gierer-Meinhardt (GM) [10] model keeping the diffusivity of the inhibitor fixed. In what follows, we will show roll patterns are loosing their stability to hexagonal structures via a first order like transition. Under the action of competiting length scales, the closed multilateral structures characterized by wave numbers which locally satisfy the condition q 1 + q 2 + q 3 + ...... = 0 are indeed an impressive general outcome and regular hexagons are a more symmetric special case of them.
The Gierer-Meinhardt model that we have taken up is
Where A is the activator concentration and B is that of the inhibitor species. In what follows, we will always take the Turing [9] condition D B > D A between the diffusivities of activator and inhibitor to hold true. In the above expression ρ A & ρ B are the reaction strengths, µ A & µ B are the self removal rates and σ A & σ B are the basic production terms for A and B respectively. In a parameter region where steady spatial order of concentration forms the relaxant length scale is given by [11] 
where C 1 and C 2 are constants. Thus the diffusivities are the one which selects the internal length scale of the system. The present report comprises of three parts. 
where we have taken A linear stability analysis shows that inhomogeneous perturbations will grow with a growth rate λ given by
In the range of given parameter values the real part is always negative giving no scope for Hopf modes to appear and in our simulation we have not seen any too. For a roll solution to grow the discriminant has to be greater than zero and its absolute value has to be more than the first part in the expression of λ. These two conditions give the following inequalities for the range of value of the selected wave number with the variation of D A
and
These graphs are plotted on a k − D plane as shown in Fig. 3 . In this figure we can easily identify the region where rolls will grow as that bounded by the two curves and the k axis. In the above expression k is the magnitude of k. In our simulation this region has been captured for D A > 0.004 to 0.008.
The interesting things show up if we try to see how a perturbation grows which tend to rotate the existing roll solutions. To do so we perturb the roll solutions as A(1 + δa cos (k 1 .r)) cos (k.r) so as to probe a possible rotation of the locally parallel rolls and we end up with two sets of linear decoupled equations in δa and δb obtained from harmonic balance of the terms containing cos (k 1 + k).r and cos (k 1 − k).r. The equations are
and K + 3A
It is apparent from the shape of above two sets of equations that a simultaneous validity of them requires k 1 to have two values such as k 1 = k 11 and k 1 = k 12 where |k 11 | = |k 12 | and k 11 & k 12 are at angles θ and π ±θ with the direction of k. Such a choice of k 1 predicts development of rhombic structures at the cost of rolls. But we have not been able to stabilize such structures. A regular hexagon grows when |k 11 | = |k 12 | = |k| along with |k 1 | = 0 and θ = 60. Because in such a situation we get all the three wave numbers, one being that of the preexisting roll whose growth rate is the same as other two new modes which are locally rotated at 60 with it, grow equally in the concentration of the activator A obeying the equation as follows.
The growth rate is exp −(D|k|
. Now putting the relative values of the eigen values corresponding to A and B we get an inequality specifying the wave number arne for the growth of hexagons as
This curve is also plotted on Fig.3 where it almost superposes on the graph given by the Eq. (5) and hexagonal order should show up in the region below this curve. Thus the hexagons and rolls can coexist over a considerable region of this phase space. In fact in almost all the regions where rolls are stable hexagons are also stable. This fact might account for the fact of obtaining so many small domains of locally parallel rolls and the abundance of defects. As we go on increasing D A , we eventually come to a region where the Eq. (4) is violated and thus rolls become unstable to hexagons for which we are still in the stable region. It is important to note that Fig. 1(b) shows a field of hexagons with very few defects compared to those in Fig. 1(a) . This is because the hexagons are formed in a region where rolls are not stable. A further increase in D a takes us beyond the boundary given by Eq.(8) and hexagons finally loose stability to a homogeneous steady state. With this phase diagram we cannot directly account for hysteresis at the transition region of rolls and hexagons but a wide region of overlap is quite indicative of the fact that such things can happen. In the conclusion, we would like to mention a transition from rolls to hexagons has been observed with increasing diffusivity of the activator species in the GM model. The transition region shows hysteresis. Such hysteresis can cause a permanent change in the phase of the system even with a small fluctuation in the diffusivities which are generally treated as constants. We also analytically captured the fact that closed multilateral structures can not simultaneously show up in the concentrations of activator and inhibitor and the system decouples in such a situation. At a very high diffusivity of the activators the hexagons looses stability to homogeneous steady state. We argue that a breakdown of Turing condition might be the cause of such a phase change. Figure 1(a) .-The figure shows many domains of locally parallel rolls separated by domain walls and other defects at a value of the diffusivity D A = 0.005. In this figure the concentration of the activator (A) has been plotted on a 256×256 lattice space. Figure 1(b) .-The figure shows regular hexagonal order in the concentration of the activator species A at a value of the diffusivity D A = 0.0085 on the same space lattice as Fig. 1(a) . 
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